You have to make hundreds of
s choices every day. Are you making the best choices?
You have so many choices to make each day.
Which ones are the hardest for you to make?
Time, task, or people-related choices?
Money or health-related ones? Personal or
professional ones? Standing up for yourself or
staying silent? Maybe it’s making a major change.
Regardless of your profession, what you have in your
life is a external result of your internal choices.
Yet did you know that, typically, we are all only aware
of 5% of the thousands of choices we make every day?
Now, you can change that from 5% to 95% and
make choices like a pro to reap good results!

Now, there’s a uniquely simple way to make wise choices quickly and easily
In our Success by C.H.O.I.C.E. workshop, you’ll:

Benefits you will receive from this training:

• Learn how to understand yourself better and respect
others more easily.

• More appreciation for yourself and respect for others.

• Learn a unique way to visualize upcoming choices.
• Learn a simple way to make choices and decisions
using ‘big picture’ thinking and visualizing outcomes.
• Receive a tangible compass and guide map to use
when making choices and decisions.

• More confidence in your choices; less stress in life.
• Knowledge of a fair way to make and measure choices
and decisions that can be used by all ages, creeds,
cultures, and communities.
• For parents, introduction of the children’s version that
you can use to teach these same steps to your children.

Best Feature of this Simple Process: It can be used by all; yet incorporates each person’s own values.

To learn how
you can go
from having
moments
like this

…to enjoying
relationships
like this,
call us
today.

Call 949-378-4126 today to learn how to get the external results you want from your internal choices.

For a free consultation,
call today to learn how
you can enjoy more
mutually satisfying
relationships in your life.

Think Consciously. Choose Carefully. Relax and Proceed.
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